The UCLA Center for High Frequency Electronics (CHFE) is hiring a Lab Assistant

**DO NOT respond this email, For more info or to apply contact Minji Zhu at jobs@chfe.ee.ucla.edu or stop by the lab located at 64-124 EIV **

Deadline December 20, 2010

Dear HSSEAS Graduate Student:

Job Opportunity at CHFE

Requirements Include:

• General knowledge of basic RF electronics and Electromagnetics – if you’ve taken EE 161, 162, 163 or 164 it’s a definite plus
• A pleasant personality when interacting with others
• Punctual and eager to learn
• Able to work in summer and next school year

Duties Include:

• Assist in the rental, setup, and use of RF test equipment and supplies
• Setting up computers and accounts for RF simulations
• General Lab maintenance and organization

Job details:

• Pay rate $10-$12 hr depending on experience
• Work 10-20 hours per week
• Work hours are set at beginning of quarter depending on class schedule

For more info or to apply contact Minji Zhu at jobs@chfe.ee.ucla.edu or stop by the lab located at 64-124 EIV